Ordnance Equipment Specialist, Barstow, CA.
Position and person will provide support to MARCORLOGCOM - equipment sustainment support to the Distribution Management Center (DMC) Albany GA and Barstow CA. Support tasks to include specialized equipment sustainment including Care of Supplies in Stores (COSIS) of component managed and completion support for designated commodity families of Ground Weapon System equipment sets; logistics support and technical advice to the Storage Operations Department (SOD), DMC, with priority of focus on inventory accuracy, equipment completeness, proper condition coding, and readiness for issue of the GWS equipment sets.

Description of Work:
**Equipment Identification and Inventory:** The contractor shall assist in the identification, physical inventory and accountability of equipment. Specific actions include:
- **Identification of specified “E” TAMCNS (e.g. 7.62MM automatic weapons, M9 Rifles, 9mm postols, etc.) Small Arms ranging from 9MM-81MM in size.**
- Detailed knowledge of each type of equipment is not required but direct contact with appropriate PM personnel requires understanding of the “E” TAMCNS family of equipment types in order to properly identify assets.
- At DMCs direction, physical inventories shall be conducted to ensure accurate accountability is maintained and that inventory results are provided for input into Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS).

**Condition Code Assignment.** The Contractor shall assist DMC in performing equipment inspections and assign condition codes in accordance with DMC guidance. Additionally, the corrected or newly assigned condition code information shall be provided for input into DPAS.

**Care of Supplies in Storage (COSIS).** The Contractor shall assist DMC in the performance of COSIS of specified “E” TAMCNS of equipment. This shall entail preservation and surveillance of equipment in strict compliance to MilStd 3000B and guidelines provided by DMC. Additionally, the Contractor shall communicate any insight into perfecting the preservation and surveillance of specific equipment or such practices that prevent degradation of preservation and enhance surveillance procedures identified in the guidelines.

**Perform minor troubleshooting and repairs.** The Contractor shall assist DMC in performing preventative maintenance and limited technical inspections in compliance with 1st and limited 2d echelon maintenance as prescribed by applicable Marine Corps Orders. This shall entail troubleshooting to determine extent of defect, identify repair parts required to restore back to original condition code and replace new repair parts. Some equipment may be found Out-of-Scope of repair and shall require a detailed description of fault and potential repairs within 1st and 2d echelon maintenance. Contractor will be required to follow all applicable Base Orders and Safety Data Sheets when handling Hazardous Materials to include wearing of appropriate Personal Protective Equipment and proper disposal. These include but are not limited to motor oils, transmission fluids, grease, preservatives, paints, etc.
Temporary and SL-3 Storage Projects. The Contractor shall assist DMC in performing inventories of Special/Temporary Storage Projects managed in accordance with the Letter of Requirements and the SL-3 Storage Projects required for equipment returning from depot repair. This shall entail assessing project requirements, maintaining inventories and collaboration on deficiencies and receipts. Inventories shall be provided for input into DPAS. Inventory results shall be provided for input into DPAS.

Reclamation/Cannibalization Requests. The Contractor shall assist DMC in reclamation requests for specific components from designated equipment. This shall entail assessing the appropriate Technical Manual of equipment in order to isolate the specific assemblies for removal and ultimate preparation for shipment. The contractor shall assist in fulfilling reclamation requests upon approval by the WSMC.

Shipping and Receiving. The Contractor shall assist DMC in shipping and receiving equipment. Actions include preparing correct paperwork and accountability as well as the reverse when receiving equipment.

Qualifications for the position: Enter here the education, experience and requirements.

- US Citizen
- In-depth knowledge of specified USMC equipment commodity assets.
- Sufficient technical capability to perform minor maintenance related tasks on identified equipment.
- Knowledge of a broad range of supply program relationships.
- Knowledge and skill in using USMC automated supply databases for inventory management, tracking, and reporting. Knowledge of USMC legacy logistics information systems, such as Automated Set Assembly, DPAS, GCSS-MC and USMC Stock Control System is critical.
- Ability to perform a variety of analyses related equipment condition coding, completeness, and required repairs to return degraded assets to RFI status.
- Ability to take and pass licensing exam to operate specific GWS equipment.

Additional qualifications for this position:
Billet
Secret Security Clearance
CAC
US Government Motor Vehicle Operator’s License
Ability to Manually Lift 50 lb
*Commodity Rep
(Ordnance)
Equipment Support

Company Description
ACT I provides trusted expertise and leadership in support of defense, space, and energy technical and life-cycle management solutions. We develop and provide high-quality products and deliver services that meet or exceed our clients' expectations.

Vision: Continue growing as a recognized knowledge company providing trusted expertise and leadership in support of the U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. allies and related industries.

Purpose: Provide specialized, high-value solutions to customers seeking responsive, innovative concepts, and leadership from a reputable, integrity-based company.

Depth of expertise and experience in:
- Acquisition Program Planning and Execution
- Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Case Management and Liaison Support
- Financial Management and FMS Case Management
- Cost Analysis, Life Cycle Cost, and Total Cost of Ownership
- Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance
- Defense Acquisition Board Milestone Documentation
- Logistics Planning, Provisioning, and Electronic Tech Manuals
- Nuclear Forensics; CBRN

We provide competitive compensation and a full range of benefits to full time employees.